ABSTRACT. The purpose of the present paper is to investigate weakly closed multifunctions between topological spaces. We discuss basic properties of weakly closed multifunctions and some results of Rose and Jankovi are extended. Our main theorems are concerning some properties of paracompactness under weakly closed multifunctions. These theorems are generalizations of some results due to Kovaevi and Singal. 
INTRODUCTION.
Singal and Singal [1] introduced the almost closedness for arbitrary functions between topological spaces. Almost closed functions were also called regular closed by some authors in literature, for example, Noiri [2] . Another important generalization of closedness is the star closedness by Noiri [3] which implies almost closedness. Recently, Rose and Jankovi: [4] introduced the weak closedness for functions which is a more general concept. Basic properties of weakly closed functions were also investigated in [4] . Rose and Jankovi6 [5] discussed conditions on weakly closed functions which assure a Hausdorff range. These results are improvements of Noiri's results in [2] . In this paper, weak closedness for multifunctions is studied. Firstly, we give a characterization of weakly closed multifunctions, then some conditions are given such that a weakly closed mutlifunction has a closed graph or strongly closed graph, and related results of [4, 5] are extended. Finally, we investigate some properties of paracompactness under weakly closed multifunctions. Some results of [6] [7] [8] are generalized. In particular, it is shown that the image of an a-paracompact (resp. a-almost paracompact, a-lll-paracompact, a-almost 'lparacompact) subset under a weakly closed multifunction is also a-paracompact (resp. a-almost paracompact, a-lll-paracompact, a-almost lll-paracompact) under certain conditions. 2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES.
Let ( Similarly to Definition 7, a multifunction F:XY is said to be almost closed (star closed) if F(C) is closed for each regular closed (star closed) subset C of X. F is weakly closed if for each closed C c_ X, cIF(intC) C_ F(C).
Other basic concepts and terminilogy about topological spaces are referred to Engelking [14] . 3 . SOME BASIC RESULTS.
Let X and Y be topological spaces. Now we shall give a useful characterization of weakly closed multifunctions which is a generalization of a result in [4] . PROOF. (1) COROLLARY ([5] COROLLARY ([8] 
